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with INCPAS Board 
Chair Douglas A. 
York, CPA, CGMA
York is president of Rodefer 
Moss & Co, PLLC, a regional 
accounting and consulting 
firm based in New Albany. 
He helps his clients in 
southeast Indiana and 
the Louisville metro area 
through the complexity 
of tax code and day-to-
day operations of running 
a business. He has been an 
INCPAS member since 1992.

Chair’s PerspectiveMEMBERS

HOW DO YOU CREATE AN 
INNOVATIVE CULTURE?

I think the most important part of 
creating an innovative culture is to 

listen. Step back and listen, observe, ask 
questions, and try to understand what the 
needs of your clients and employees are. 

Then come up with a plan to progress. 
Don’t be afraid to fail, because it’s never 

going to work the first time. Listen,  
learn, and try again.

WHAT SKILLS DO YOU THINK WILL  
BE IMPORTANT FOR CPAS IN THE  
FUTURE, PARTICULARLY AS THEIR  

ROLES ARE CHANGING? 
If you take the time to understand the 

numbers and learn how to communicate, 
I don’t care if it’s a non-for-profit or for-

profit business, if you can understand those 
numbers and communicate those numbers 
to help management make good decisions, 

help shareholders make good decisions, that 
is the role of the CPA in the future.

WHERE DO YOU THINK  
THE PROFESSION IS HEADING  
AND HOW CAN INNOVATION  

GET US THERE? 
I think that the commodity type services we 
perform are going to disappear. I think the 

routine processes that we’ve done in the past 
will struggle to continue making a profit. I think 

we are going to become consultants with our 
experience. Our business relationships are 

going to become more important, and that’s 
where our role is going to be. CPAs have  

been proven time and time again  
to be great problem solvers.

Turn to page 25 to see what other 
INCPAS members say about the 
changing role of CPAs.

TALKING INNOVATION 
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Your Trusted Network
NEW HIRES / APPOINTMENTS

Sarah Earls, CPA, controller and senior vice president, Lake City 
Bank, Warsaw.

John Minnich, CPA, CGMA, adjunct professor, Keith Busse School 
of Business and Entrepreneurial Leadership – University of Saint 
Francis, Fort Wayne and adjunct professor, College of Business – 
Indiana Tech, Fort Wayne.

John Perkins, CPA, senior tax and finance analyst, Accuride 
Corporation, Evansville. 

PROMOTIONS

Mandi Clossey, CPA, Mack Doyle, CPA, and Jane Saxon, CPA, 
principals; Hayley Deckard, training and development manager; 
Kimberly Dollin, CPA, CGMA, Jennifer Ray, CPA, and Sean Rizer, 
CPA, CGMA, senior managers; and Craig Todderud, CPA, and 
Jackie Verbeten, CPA, managers, Somerset CPAs, Indianapolis.

Michael Fortman, CPA, senior manager, BKD LLP, Indianapolis.

Troy Gilstorf, CPA, managing partner, BKD LLP, Bloomington  
and Indianapolis.

Robert Pruitt, CPA, managing partner – East Region, BKD, LLP, 
Bloomington and Indianapolis.

Deen Rogers, CPA, partner, Umbaugh, Indianapolis.

Jeffrey Rowe, CPA, and Eric Walsh, CPA, partners, Umbaugh, 
Mishawaka.

MEMBER NEWS

Steven Beardsley, CPA, was elected Frankfort City Council’s District 
4 councilman.

Erica Crowell, CPA, received the Jewish Federation of Greater 
Indianapolis’ Professional of the Year award.

FIRM NEWS

CLH, Michigan City, celebrated its 25th anniversary.

Hunsche CPA Group, Inc. has opened in Fort Wayne.

Riney Hancock CPAs PSC, Evansville, received a 2017 When Work 
Works Award from the Society for Human Resource Management for 
innovative and exemplary workplace practicess. 

Your Trusted NetworkMEMBERS

Beardsley Gilstorf

RizerPerkins Todderud

EarlsCrowell Fortman

RayMinnich SaxonPruitt Verbeten

Clossey Deckard Dollin Doyle
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INCPAS welcomes new and returning members 
from March 1—May 31, 2017.Welcome New Members

AFFILIATE – BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL
Laura J. Byers, BKD, LLP
Glenn Dunlap, Peerview Data
Hillary Nolting, Agresta, Storms and O'Leary
Maria D. Sanchez, Insight Accounting Group, PC

AFFILIATE – FIRM ADMINISTRATOR
Nancy J. Shake, Girardot, Strauch & Co.

AFFILIATE – NON-CPA ACCOUNTING
Kyle R. Clark, BGBC Partners, LLP
Russell L. Klassen, Kruggel Lawton CPAs
Emily B. Ticen, Girardot, Strauch & Co.

ASSOCIATE
Evan C. Anttonen, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Jacob A. Arkanoff, CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Olivia A. Davis, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Brett E. Dunn, Blue & Co., LLC
Hannah M. Field, BKD, LLP
Erick M. Forbes, Somerset CPAs, PC
Steven A. Frankowski, CliftonLarsonAllen LLP

Lydia M. Freistroffer, Blue & Co., LLC
Matthew A. Friend, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Jonathan K. Gibson, Pile CPAs
Youngil Kim, PwC LLP
Maria R. Knight, EY
Frank S. Leemhuis, EY
William R. Mulroy, KB Parrish & Co, LLP
Taylor D. Price, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Kolby A. Rutherford, Crowe Horwath LLP
Stuart M. Schnelker, Steel Dynamics, Inc.
Eric B. Smith
Jaymi L. Stoneburner, RSM US LLP
Andrew M. Talkington, PwC LLP
Lauren E. Tieman, Umbaugh
Keith Tucker, Somerset CPAs, PC
Tre Wilkins, Somerset CPAs, PC

CANDIDATE
James C. Bott, The Watermark Group
William A. Branock, Pile CPAs
Alexander P. Bruggeman, Deloitte
Rachel E. Burns, L. M. Henderson & Company, LLP

New MembersMEMBERS

All loans are subject to credit approval. Institution ID#431669

Don’t get your loan from 
an unidentified source.
At Lake City Bank, we have real people who are dedicated to helping your 

business. Whether you’re expanding a business or even starting a new one, 

our experienced loan officers will make sure to get you the loan you need. 

In fact, 90% of our loans are business-related, so trust Indiana’s bank that’s 

known for loans. Call (888) 522-2265 or visit lakecitybank.com/loans

Drop in.
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Daniel R. Callaghan, Insight Accounting Group, PC
Matthew A. Caras, BKD, LLP
Andrea D. Collier, Summers, Carroll, Whisler LLC
Adam D. Crocker, Deloitte
Emma E. Diekhoff, BGBC Partners, LLP
Jennifer L. Edmonds, BKD, LLP
Clark D. Etheridge, The Watermark Group
Mark D. Fennerty, Deloitte
Jacinda M. Fogle, Kruggel Lawton CPAs
Michael T. Gale, Alerding CPA Group
Ethan D. Gingerich, Kruggel Lawton CPAs
Camille Gruesbeck, Teipen, Selanders, Poynter & Ayres, PC
Nathaniel J. Hilty, KB Parrish & Co., LLP
Amy M. Jordan, Sherck, Hussey, Johnson & McNaughton, LLC
Taylor A. Kinney, L. M. Henderson & Company, LLP
Zachary W. Lesh, Kruggel Lawton CPAs
Andrew J. Matejcak, Deloitte
Nate McAfee, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Shannon E. Murphy, Pile CPAs
Kayla A. Parker, Pile CPAs
Richard A. Pemberton, IV, Sackrider & Company, Inc.
Julie A. Pesek, Aspire CPAs, PC
Emily Prescott, Deloitte
Rachel M. Schmidt, Pile CPAs
Stefan Springhetti, Deloitte
Crystal D. Stonebraker, Kehlenbrink, Lawrence & Pauckner
Caitlyn P. Vogel, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Cody B. Whitis, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Tamarcus Williams, BGBC Partners, LLP

RESIDENT 
Angela A. Adams, CPA, Innovative Accounting Solutions, LLC
Crystal D. Allen, CPA, A Total Solution CPA & Consulting Services
Tatchi M. Anouan, CPA, Myers & Stauffer LC
Evan T. Brown, CPA, The Garrett Companies
Michael C. Brutout, CPA, Blue & Co., LLC
Brett L. Bueltel, CPA, Jackson Kelly PLLC
Olivia M. Burns, CPA, Crowe Horwath LLP
Lila Casper, CPA, Sponsel CPA Group, LLC
Chikage Castle, CPA, Calumet Specialty Products Partners, LP
John A. Cento, CPA, Indiana Business Appraisals LLC
Michael J. Chromy, CPA, RSM US LLP
Ryan J. Clark, CPA, Equian, LC
Emilie F. Cornell, CPA, Nucor Steel Jackson
Brittany E. Craft, CPA, Heman Lawson Hawks, LLP
Josephine S. Cully, CPA, Twin Arrows Navajo Casino Resort
Thomas F. Cutter, CPA, Jackson County Bank
April M. Dybwad, CPA, KYB Americas Corporation
Dorian A. Dyson, CPA, Midwest USTA
Michael B. Edwards, CPA, Standard Management
Diann L. Eggleston, CPA, Guggenheim Insurance
Ryan C. Eichmiller, CPA, BKD, LLP

Joel H. Ericson, CPA, Crowe Horwath LLP
Julie K. Eslinger, CPA, Kruggel Lawton CPAs
Hogan Garrison, CPA, Thompson Thrift
Jacob I. Gillespie, CPA, Harris Rebar Nufab
Paulette J. Gillum, CPA, Haines, Isenbarger & Skiba, LLC
Ralph D. Hague, CPA, Vowells & Schaaf, LLP
Alina R. Hahn, CPA, City of Valparaiso
Jeremy R. Hardymon, CPA, MISO
Caitlin M. Herber, CPA, Fort Wayne Metals Research Products Corp.
Sean M. Hogan, CPA, KB Parrish & Co., LLP
Shane M. Hook, CPA, Baden Gage & Schroeder, LLC
Joseph W. Hudson, CPA, Webb & Associates
Christopher H. Irick, CPA, Equian, LLC
Michael B. Jaarda, CPA, RSM US LLP
Richard W. Kaht, CPA, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Beth A. Karnes Huffman, CPA, Huffman Business Solutions Inc.
Franklin H. Kincaid, CPA, Harding, Shymanski & Co., PSC
Tera K. Klutz, CPA, Auditor of the State of Indiana
Mark A. Kreuzman, CPA, Renaissance Philanthropic Solutions Group
Peter A. Kurinsky, CPA, PwC LLP
Michael J. LaBuda, CPA, CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Victoria L. Lamprakes, CPA, Crowe Horwath LLP
Kyle M. May, CPA, Flagship Enterprise Center
Robert C. Mayden, Jr, CPA, Old National Bank
Christopher J. Merkel, CPA, KAR Auction Services Inc.
Timothy R. Monticchio, CPA, Olson & Company, P.C.
Morris C. Myers, CPA, Noble Consulting Services
Stephanie L. Nash, CPA, Lenex Steel Company
Cody W. Newport, CPA, Kruggel Lawton CPAs
Spencer J. Peaks, CPA
Cherie L. Polite, CPA, Horizon Publishing Company, LLC
Lee M. Purdy, CPA, University of Notre Dame
Victoria E. Purvis, CPA, PwC LLP
Andrew K. Pyle, CPA, PwC LLP
Ryan P. Richter, CPA, Crowe Horwath LLP
David A. Riddle, CPA, Gordon Marketing
William N. Salin, III, CPA, Salin Bank
Claire N. Sanders, CPA, Agresta, Storms & O'Leary, PC
Stephen D. Schnelker, CPA, Katz, Sapper & Miller, LLP
Michael G. Sechuga, CPA, Katz, Sapper & Miller, LLP
Jessica L. Sellers, CPA, Rodefer Moss & Co. PLLC
Brittany L. Skeels, CPA, Harding, Shymanski & Co., PSC
Michael P. Sorrows, CPA, Strand Diagnostics, LLC
Mary Ellen Straughn, CPA, Alerding CPA Group
Christopher J. Street, CPA, Monroe Shine & Co., Inc.
Robert L. Swintz, CPA, London Witte Group, LLC
David J. Tatham, CPA
Richard W. Templeton, CPA, Templeton Coal Company, Inc.
Toni N. Todd, CPA, American Pest Professionals
Jon L. Treadway, CPA, Kenney Machinery Corp
Ryan M. Voors, CPA, Salesforce
Dale S. Wagoner, CPA, Trinity Tax & Trust Services LLP

Continued on page 36...
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ABOUT ME
ALMA MATER: Indiana State University 

COMPANY: Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari

SIZE: 2,300 employees (100 are full time, the rest are seasonal)

DIRECT REPORTS: 4

POSITION: President & CEO

PREVIOUS POSITIONS: Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari –  
Controller and General Manager of Shared Services; Senior  
Auditor at Arthur Andersen.

INCPAS INVOLVEMENT: Emerging Leaders Alliance

WHEN I’M NOT AT WORK
FAMILY: Tonya (wife) and children: Abby (15), Claire (13), Drew (8)

PETS: Bella (black lab)

HOBBIES: Who has time for hobbies with my job and three kids? 
Free time is spent going to soccer games, tennis matches, dance 
competitions, baseball games.

OTHER MEMBERSHIPS/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT: Board member 
for the Indiana Chamber of Commerce, Southeast Dubois School 
Corporation, Dubois County Community Foundation and Divine 
Mercy Finance Council. Dean’s Advisory Council for the School of 
Business at Indiana State University.

ADVICE FOR STUDENTS CONSIDERING THE PROFESSION: 
Accounting truly is the language of business. It opens so many doors 
and can lead you to opportunities you never would dream exist. When 
I graduated, I never dreamed I would be the president of a theme 
park. I grabbed every opportunity I could to learn about every facet of 
business that I could. Accounting develops skillsets that you can apply 
in every situation.

ADVICE FOR YOUNG PROS WANTING TO ADVANCE IN THE 
PROFESSION: Seize every opportunity you can to learn, and take on 
additional responsibilities. Never look at any task as nonessential. 
Everything has a purpose, and if you feel it does not, reinvent that task 
so it does. Network, network, network. You can never meet too many 
people, and you would be amazed at how valuable that will be to you as 
your career progresses.

Matt Eckert, CPA
President & CEO – Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari, Koch Development Corporation



DAY IN THE LIFE

6:30 A.M. Alarm clock sounds and 
it’s time for another fantastic day! 
Check phone for any texts that 
may have come in overnight and 
check the weather forecast for the 
day. Hey, it’s Indiana, it changes 
that often and we are a very 
weather-dependent business!

7:30 A.M. Make sure my older 
daughter, Abby, is up and about; 
she has to work at the park today 
too!

8 A.M. Drop my son, Drew, off at 
his sitter (he loves going there; 
he and his buddy Landon have a 
blast together). Mentally go over 
my “to do” list for the day as I 
drive, knowing what a busy day 
and evening is in store.

8:30 A.M. Review and respond 
to the 20 or so emails that have 
come in since I last checked (the 
night before) and look at the 
prior day’s Per Capita Spending 
Reports. Make some notes on 
trends I am seeing to discuss with 
the appropriate directors and 
think of some initiatives we could 
try for improvement.

9 A.M. Meet with the Indiana 
Department of Transportation 
to discuss construction areas 

leading to the park. We attract 
guests from more than a three-
hour radius. It is critical to know 
what routes may be compromised 
because of construction 
improvements. INDOT is 
great about working with us to 
minimize the impact it has on our 
travelers and making sure that 
the appropriate signage will help 
them travel to us safely.

10 A.M. Head out to the front gate 
to greet guests. It’s a sunny day 
and our guests are smiling and 
ready for a fun day at Holiday 
World & Splashin’ Safari. We 
always offer them free unlimited 
soft drinks to stay hydrated and 
free sunscreen to protect their 
skin! I love seeing how excited the 
little ones are.

11 A.M. Grab a slice of pizza 
at Kringle’s Kafe and head 
offsite to meet with our director 
of attractions, director of 
communications and one of our 
owners to record our bi-weekly 
podcast. We started producing this 
about a year and a half ago and 
have generated quite a following!

12:30 P.M. Back to Holiday World 
& Splashin’ Safari to walk the 

COOL COMPANY PERKS
I work at a theme park (what could 

be cooler than that?)! Knowing that 

I have world-class roller coasters 

right outside my office is a perk I 

never dreamed I would have. Plus, 

free soft drinks are always nice!

“

”
A balloon-filled office for Matt’s birthday

9SUMMER 2017

A young Matt at Santa Claus Land



park. I love talking to our hosts and hostesses, 
as well as our guests. I get great feedback on 
both the guest experience and the employee 
experience while doing so. We are constantly 
looking for ways to make improvements.

1:30 P.M. Stop in at Employee Services to meet 
with my vice president of shared services. She 
is over human resources and finance, so we 
always have topics to cover. We look at the 
latest recruiting results and staffing for the 
various departments. It takes close to 2,300 
employees each season to run the park, with 
75 percent of our workforce at college age 
and younger. Needless to say, this is a big task 
to conquer each year. We also talk about our 
month-end results and a financing package 
we are working on with our bank. 

2:30 P.M. We are always working on our master 
plan, looking out to see what is going to be 
next for Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari. 
Time to call one of our consultants to discuss 
an idea I have for a possible capital investment 
next year. They worked with us in the past 
when we added the Thunderbird, the nation’s 
only launched wing coaster, and the theming 
work they did was fantastic. We want to keep 
that level of excellence on all future projects.

2:45 P.M. Call the superintendent at Forest 
Park High School. I’m on the school board, 
and we are working on an expansion of 
our science and agriculture building and 
classrooms. Discuss bonding options and bids 
we are receiving for the construction.

3 P.M. Meet up with vice president of 
marketing to discuss possible promotional 
opportunity with the Nashville Predators 
hockey team. We get quite a few visitors from 
Nashville and the Predators are doing really 
well in the playoffs. Looking at a giveaway 
to increase awareness is very logical. Go 
over sales reports and picnic bookings. Talk 
about the success of the new Pick Your Price 
initiative we started this year. 

3:30 P.M. Weekly meeting with vice president 
of park operations. Safety is our number-one 
cornerstone, and we are diligent at ensuring 
our guests have a safe visit. We discuss 
any areas we feel need to be improved. In 
addition, we talk about the many projects that 
are ongoing, ride maintenance, downtime 
and throughput of our attractions, and any 
personnel issues that exist in this area.

4:30 P.M. Review applicants for vice president 
of revenue operations. This is a new position 
I created that will oversee the directors of 
food and beverage, retail and games. These 
departments are high revenue generators 
and a critical part of the business. I need 
someone with a balance of good financial 
and analytical skills, but also who is extremely 

creative and process driven.

5 P.M. Head home to grab a quick bite with 
my wife, Tonya, my middle child, Claire, and 
Drew. Time to determine which parent is 
taking which kid to what! We are constantly 
running in opposite directions with baseball, 
soccer, tennis, gymnastics, dance and musical 
rehearsals! Tonight, I’m taking Drew to his 
baseball game and my wife will take Claire to 
her soccer game. 

6 P.M. Drew hit his first pop fly to the outfield. 
It’s live pitch this year, so he has been nervous. 
He needed this hit to boost his confidence. 

7:15 P.M. Game over, so time to get Drew the 
obligatory unhealthy snack; okay, I may get 
one too. Head back to Holiday World to pick 

CPA IN Perspective   10

ECKERT ON INNOVATION
We started doing free unlimited soft drinks here the year that I started. That 

was something we did that was extremely innovative in our industry. Our peers 

were saying we were crazy and now they’re saying we are brilliant. You have to 

be innovative all the time or you’re going to be left behind.

“
”

WATCH: See the rest of 
Matt's story in an interview 
at youtube.com/incpas. 



up Abby now that her shift has ended. This is 
her second year working in Food & Beverage, 
and she loves it. It means a lot to me that 
working at Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari 
helps teach our youth about responsibility and 
values, preparing them for their future and 
their future careers.

8 P.M. Back home, bath and shower time for 
the kiddos. Talk with Tonya about her day 
(she’s a surgical nurse—I don’t ask for too 
many details, I’m a bit squeamish). Talk about 
what the plans are for tomorrow and the 
upcoming weekend. (Sounds like Claire has a 
pool party planned...)

8:30 P.M. You would think Drew would be 
exhausted, but no, he is full of energy. Play 
some NFL Madden on the XBox One and then 
read some of his books for the summer library 
program he is in.

9:30 P.M. Time to brush teeth and get Drew to 
bed for the night. I love that he still likes to be 
tucked in at night by Mom and Dad. His hugs 
and kisses each night make everything we do 
worth it.

Per sona l Trusts 
a nd Estates

©2017 The National Bank of Indianapolis     www.nbofi.com      Not FDIC Insured     No Bank Guarantee     May Lose Funds

Our full-service Personal Trust Division includes:

   Revocable and Irrevocable Trusts

   Estate Settlement

    Life Insurance Trusts

    Charitable Trusts

    Guardianships

We are ready to respond with the highest level of personal service, privacy, confidentiality, 
and attention to detail.

In the ever-changing world of financial services, our Personal Trust Division is a constant. 

Protec t,  Grow a nd M a nage Your A ssets

Client/Filename: NBI 4039 WM_TrustEstate_8x4.9

Job #: ANBI-4039-02

Job Name: Personal Trusts and Estates Ad  CD:

Size/Specs: 8" x 4.9" (½ Page Horizontal), 4 color  AD:

Insertion Date: January 2017 (Winter)  CW:

Pub: CPA in Perspective  Acct. Serv.

111 Monument Circle, Suite 4150 / Indianapolis, IN 46204 /t 317/632/6501 /CVRindy.com /

317-261-9790
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9:31 P.M. As soon as Drew is down for bed, 
Claire is ready to talk our ears off. She has 
always been our sassy and chatty one, and I 
love how outgoing she is. Although not yet a 
park employee, Claire tends to serve as my 
unofficial Quality Control Hostess. She is very 
quick to point out areas, hosts and hostesses, 
rules, etc., that do not meet her standards. She 
is very intuitive.

10 P.M. Time to talk to Abby about her day. 
Tomorrow she has a busy schedule with work 
and then soccer conditioning. She is going 
to be the varsity goalie next year for the high 
school team, and yes, Dad is very nervous 
(but proud) about it. I suggest she get to bed 
soon, but she’s a 15-year-old girl and I’m a 
40-something dad. What do I know? 

10:05 P.M. Help straighten up the house then 
it’s time to wind down a bit. Take a look at 
emails that have cropped up since I left the 
office for the day and then review the budget 
for our church (I’m on the finance committee). 
Then read for a while; I’m currently reading 
“The Servant.” It is a wonderful book about 

leadership. I’m a big believer that there is a 
difference between being a boss and being a 
leader, and I want to concentrate on being a 
great leader. This book really challenges you to 
take a good self-inventory and develop areas 
of self-improvement. 

The Eckert family (L–R) Abby, Tonya, Claire, 
Matt and Drew.
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Successful Exam CandidatesTHE CPA PROFESSION

Connor J. Akers, Crowe Horwath LLP
Emily M. Allison, CPA, EY

 Evan C. Anttonen, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
 Jacob A. Arkanoff, CliftonLarsonAllen LLP

Ryan G. Arnold, CPA, Klipsch Group Inc
Skyler G. Balmer, Indiana State Board of Accounts
Aaron Beckort, EY

 Jacob A. Biby, L. M. Henderson & Company, LLP
James Brindle, Katz, Sapper & Miller, LLP

 Kristie A. Browning, CPA, Friedman & Huey Associates LLP
Kurt A. Browning
Zachary G. Bruckman, NiSource Inc

 Michael C. Brutout, CPA, Blue & Co., LLC
Erika J. Budreau

 Brett L. Bueltel, JD, CPA, Jackson Kelly PLLC
Johnathan M. Burkey, EY
Kenneth J. Butler

 Lauren T. Callaway, CPA, Kemper CPA Group, LLP
 Colin C. Cardamon, CPA, TCC Software Solutions

Dorothy C. Carreon
 Luke T. Chapman, CPA, Somerset CPAs, PC

Konstance L. Childers
Mitchell A. Clark

 Ryan J. Clark, CPA, Equian, LLC
Bobby J. Clements, Crowe Horwath LLP
Rex Clements, KPMG, LLP
Stephen M. Clyde, EY

 Matt M. Cole, CPA, BKD, LLP
Joshua Cook
Karla R. Coupland, CPA, Indiana Academy
Brandy L. Craig, CPA, Rolls Royce

 Adam D. Crocker, Deloitte
Jason A. Cunningham, CPA
Brittany N. Curtis
Mitchell A. Curtland, KPMG, LLP
Melissa N. Cuttriss
Austin M. Davis
Jake Davis

 Olivia A. Davis, Dauby O’Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Parker J. Davis
Kara C. Dayton

 Stephen C. Dickey, CPA, Simon Property Group
Jeremie Divua, CPA
Mitchell E. Eby

 Kevin L. Elam, CPA, Long & Associates, P.C.
 Trinity M. Ellis, CPA, Donovan CPAs & Advisors

 Michael D. Farrell, CPA, United Consulting Engineers
Jennie M. Faulkner, Shoe Carnival, Inc.
Julianne A. Fawcett

 Hannah M. Field, BKD, LLP
 Thomas P. Flynn, Dauby O’Connor & Zaleski, LLC

Paul D. Frank
 Steven A. Frankowski, CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
 Jonathan K. Gibson, Pile CPAs
 Andrew G. Giles
 Chad D. Gindelberger, EY
 Tyler Goodall

Katelyn A. Goodman
Kyle Grandin
Bryan D. Gray, CPA, BKD, LLP
Jessica N. Grimes, KPMG, LLP
Jordan M. Guse, Crowe Horwath LLP

 Alina R. Hahn, CPA, City of Valparaiso
Lisa M. Haller

 Nate D. Hammar, CPA, Crowe Horwath LLP
Kathleen K. Hanni, CPA, Dow AgroSciences, LLC
Justin Hartman
Alec S. Healy

 Emmy B. Heckaman, CPA, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Jessica N. Hill
Cynthia L. Hines

 Ryan D. Hodell, CPA, Sponsel CPA Group, LLC
Scott Hoeppner

 Brandon C. Hoge, Sponsel CPA Group, LLC
 Jared D. Holman, CPA
 Shane M. Hook, CPA, Baden Gage & Schroeder, LLC 

Nicholas Horn
Lewis Hostetler

 Ryan Howard, EY
 Glenn E. Hoyer, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC

Liaini Hu, CPA, Cummins
Todd A. Huff, Saint Joseph's College
Anthony R. Hull, CPA

 Mike D. Hunsche, CPA, David Culp & Co. LLP
Wayne M. Hurlock, CPA

 Courtland A. Jackson, CPA, CGMA, Courtland A. Jackson, Inc.
 Cal M. Jacquay, CPA
 Josh C. Jarrett

Jordan D. Jensen, CPA
 Aaron J. Jesel
 Matthew W. Julien, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC

Landy Kakooni
Calvin J. Kautsky, PwC LLP
Tucker J. Keith

 Alex Kim, PwC LLP
Wesley J. Knies, CPA, BKD, LLP
Justin Knight

Congratulations Exam Candidates
Successful Exam Candidates from the Oct/Nov 2016 and 
Jan/Feb 2017 Windows

Continued on page 35...

=INCPAS member
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TIMING MATTERS! Call or visit www.APS.net for a free and confidential valuation of your practice.

Steve Weldon   800-272-7355 x3     

steve@APSmidwest.com    www.APS.net

Call  
Today... 
Sell By  
Year End! 

Delivering Results -One Practice At a time

THE SOCIAL 
NETWORK
The only online community 
for CPAs in Indiana
cpacoe.incpas.org
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Professional Development Tools & ResourcesTHE CPA PROFESSION

Conference
Calendar

2017 

BUSINESS VALUATION
Indianapolis Marriott East  •  October 25

TRENDS CONFERENCE: TECHNOLOGY
Indianapolis Marriott East  •  November 16–17

INDIANA TAX CONFERENCE
Ritz Charles, Carmel  •  November 30

Trends Conference: 
Technology
NOVEMBER 16–17
INDIANAPOLIS MARRIOTT EAST
incpas.org/trends

At this year’s conference:
• The Long and Short of It: Learn how to maximize your 

ROI with these long-term strategic choices and short-term 

technology tactics.

• To Server and Protect: Learn the best techniques and 

tools to protect your organization’s IT and sensitive data 

against evolving technology risks.

• Weakest Link: Identify key areas of fraud risk in your 

organization and learn how to enhance organizational 

security. 

• Customize Your Day: Choose from 16 breakout sessions 

on topics such as working remotely, data models, 

reporting, password management, the cloud, computer 

fraud, Microsoft Office 365 and incident response plans. 

• Hear from nationally reknowned technology experts 
from K2 Enterprises.

WINTER 
Frenzy

Ritz Charles, Carmel

Earn up to 24 hours of CPE with 
this variety of half-day courses

Dec. 18–20, 2017

incpas.org/WinterFrenzy
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Did You Know?THE CPA PROFESSION

INCPAS News
Staff Updates
Katie Kirkton has joined the 
Society as Graphic Designer. She 
is responsible for the design and 
production of all Society publications 
and marketing material. Prior to 
joining INCPAS, Kirkton worked  
for Raybourn Group International  
as Director of Marketing and  
Member Communications.

Vice President – Finance Jenny Norris, CPA, CAE, CGMA, has earned 
the Certified Association Executive (CAE®) credential from the American 
Society of Association Executives. The CAE is the highest professional 
credential in the association profession. INCPAS has eight staff with the 
CAE credential.

Kirkton Norris

Make a Difference! 
Participate in the 15th annual 
CPA Day of Service on 
September 29. Join hundreds 
of Indiana CPAs and accounting 
students as they volunteer 
with their community and help 
worthwhile organizations. To 
volunteer call 1-800-272-2054.

Indiana CPA Society Wins 
Prestigious National Award for 
Scholars Program

The INCPAS Scholars program has again been 
presented with a top honor for its unique, free 
year-long career awareness and mentorship 
program for high-potential minority high school 
students with an interest in accounting/business. 
It received a 2017 “Power of A” Silver Award from 
the American Society of Association Executives for 
leveraging the Society’s resources to successfully 
advance industry/professional performance and 
kickstart innovation. Thank you university and firm/
company sponsors for this success.

New INCPAS Board Member
Kristin Eilenberg
Public Member
Eilenberg is CEO of Lodestone Logic 
in Indianapolis, a global consulting firm 
specializing in business intelligence and 
strategic planning for healthcare, digital 
health and pharmaceuticals. Prior, she served as director and chief 
operating officer of Discovery IT at Eli Lilly & Company. She has been 
published in several journals. As a member of the board, Eilenberg 
hopes to help INCPAS work toward its full potential and provide 
unique insights and knowledge about the way other professional 
organizations are promoting themselves, managing their members, 
and designing and implementing training. 

Studying for the CPA Exam
Passing the CPA Exam can increase your 
earning potential as well as give you more 
career choices in the CPA profession! As 
a benefit of being an INCPAS member, 
Becker offers a $300 discount on its Becker 
CPA Review course. Contact Debbie Copp 
for more information at (317) 726-5008 or 
dcopp@incpas.org.

DAY of
SERVICE

Eilenberg

INCPAS Peer Review Administrative Oversight 
Report Results
The Society’s 2016 peer review oversight report was accepted by the 
INCPAS Peer Review Committee during the July 18, 2017 Peer Review 
Committee meeting. This oversight report was conducted by the Chair 
and Vice Chair of the INCPAS Peer Review Committee during the in 
between year of the AICPA peer review oversight. INCPAS is scheduled 
to have their AICPA peer review oversight performed in October 2017. 
View the report online at incpas.org/advocacy-compliance/compliance/
peer-review/peer-review-developments. 
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Advocating for MembersTHE SOCIETY

Advocating in Indiana and Beyond: 
Why It Matters
LEGISLATIVE

Indiana Governor signs professional 
education bill; Indiana CPAs make history

Indiana is now the 
first state in the 
nation to recognize 
competency-based 
education as a 
learning option 
for CPA license 
renewal. HEA 1467, 
which is effective 
July 1, 2017, passed 
unanimously in the 

House and Senate and was signed into law by Gov. Eric Holcomb.
By allowing competency-based learning for CPAs the state and the 

profession can better focus on improving professional competence and 
protecting the public interest.

In a survey of Indiana CPA Society members, the number of CPAs 
supporting the Society advocating for this as an additional learning 
option was 83 percent in 2016, up from 58 percent in 2012. 2017 
numbers are trending even higher.

“This legislation will enable the Board of Accountancy to write 
rules that make learning personal and measure what matters,” said 
INCPAS President & CEO Gary Bolinger, CAE. “Further, it has the 
potential to expand beyond Indiana and even beyond CPAs by serving 
as an enhanced professional development model for other licensed 
practitioners.”

Although his background is in the insurance and financial planning 
field, Rep. Martin Carbaugh (R-Fort Wayne) introduced and supported 
the bill as a step toward more licensed professionals logging learning 
instead of time.

“This legislation can improve the quality of learning and 
lessons during the renewal process, which is not only beneficial to 
professionals but also to their employers and clients,” Carbaugh said. 
“If it proves to be effective, it has the potential to carry over into other 
licensed professions in Indiana.”

The next steps include working with the Indiana Board of 
Accountancy to develop the reporting framework, create a learning 
plan template and promulgate a rule to implement the statute.

Why it matters: Although Indiana began requiring continuing 
education for CPAs in 1979, there has been no substantive change 
that recognizes the evolution of learning and available technology 
(including computers). It started and remained an exclusively hours-
based education model...until now.

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY

Reminder: 2017 is the last year of the 
reporting period 

Be aware 2017 is the last year of the 
reporting period for CPE requirements. 
All active CPAs are required to have 
completed 120 hours of CPE for the 
three-year period ending December 31, 2017. At least 20 hours must be 
taken per year, 10 percent must be A&A and no more than 50 percent 
can be self-study. Effective October 19, 2017, the four-hour Ethics 
requirements can be fulfilled by successfully completing a live or online 
competency-based Ethics course or through Ethics-related volunteer 
work. Inactive licenses are not required to have CPE but must renew to 
maintain their license status.

Why it matters: Compliance with continuing education requirements 
is a basic tenet of licensing which helps assure the public of the 
profession’s competence.

PEER REVIEW

Failed Peer Review reports
The Peer Review Oversight Committee met on March 20. Five failed 

peer reviews were on the agenda, one of which was sent to the Attorney 
General’s office for further investigation.

Why it matters: Failed peer reviews have potential ramifications 
beyond the remedial action assigned by the INCPAS Peer Review 
Committee. The Board of Accountancy looks very seriously at failed 
peer reviews —repeated failure by a firm could impact its ability to 
practice in the future. Currently, the most serious action taken has been 
to put a firm on probation and imposition of fines.

Michael G. Sale, CPA of Indianapolis, Indiana, has been suspended 
from membership in the Indiana CPA Society for two years as 
the result of an investigation of alleged violations of the Code of 
Professional Conduct. Mr. Sale was charged with a violation of Rule 
202 – compliance with standards, Rule 203 – accounting principles 
and Rule 501, Interpretation 501-5 – failure to follow requirements 
of governmental bodies, commissions, or other regulatory agencies. 
Mr. Sale entered into a settlement agreement under the Joint Ethics 
Enforcement Program, which became effective on October 12, 2016.   

SUSPENSION
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Government Relations Advisory  
Council (GRAC)

Members of GRAC are working this summer to identify key issues 
and positions for the Society’s 2018 legislative agenda and are working 
with the Fiscal Policy Interim Committee to address inconsistencies in 
application of property tax exemptions for not-for-profits.

Diversity Advisory Council (DAC)
DAC met on June 9 to review the process for selecting INCPAS 

Scholars. The application deadline was June 1 and more than 50 
applications were received. That represented the most in the program’s 
seven-year history. Students from Indianapolis Public Schools were 
among the applicants this year for the first time. Scholars selected for 
the program were notified in August.

DAC members have also been active in giving presentations to 
Indianapolis and South Bend schools. Game On in South Bend was 
held on May 2 at Crowe Horwath and included firm visits. Game On 
Northwest Indiana was held on May 10 at Purdue Northwest and 
students toured the campus.

For more information on the INCPAS Diversity Advisory Council, 
contact Ali Paul, CAE, at apaul@incpas.org.

Indiana CPA-Political Action Committee
The PAC Trustees met June 6 via conference call. Agenda items 

included the elections of trustees, and discussion and approval of 
contributions to legislators in 2017. The meeting also included a 
legislative session update and 2018 forecast from INCPAS lobbyist  
Lou Belch.

For more information on PAC, contact Sherrill Rude, CAE, at  
srude@incpas.org.

ETHICS

Compliance Comes Second
By Roger A. Booth, CPA, CGMA

Ethics is about compliance? Right. That’s a good response. 
Compliance is good. It shows us the path and the boundaries. If we 
follow the instructions, those with authority over us are pleased and 
life is good. But look at what compliance entails. It leads to employing 
specialists to interpret complex rules and to make sure we conform. 

Matters of non-compliance impact reputations, are costly, intrusive 
and exhaustive. I offer a couple of examples:

• Code of Professional Conduct. The accounting profession has 
lots of rules contained therein to guide our thoughts, words and 
actions. An excellent guide. Still, we occasionally read of our fellow 
accountants in hot water. I’m thinking about how awful it would feel 
to lose my hard-earned, priceless CPA license!

• Corporate Codes of Conduct. Wells Fargo developed a notable 
document entitled “Visions and Values.” Yet, we read that achieving 
performance goals was more important, leading to lawsuits, 
negative publicity, executive turnover and congressional inquiry.

What’s my point here? I suggest ethics is not just about compliance. 
It’s more about self-compliance and doing the right thing. That 
approach moves you and the profession closer to its goal of self-
regulation.  That is better. Some thoughts and the sources:

• Law abiding is superior to compliance (Larry Arnn, Hillsdale 
College). You choose to follow the law, not because someone is 
monitoring you.

• Your values are bulletproof (Jim Collins, business consultant/
author). You do the health check and you make the corrections to 
align your values.

• It’s about what you do when no one else is looking (my daddy).

Compliance = Good. Self-compliance = Better. ‘Nuff said.

INCPAS MEMBER VOLUNTEERS  
AT WORK

Tax Resource Advisory Council (TRAC)
TRAC volunteers currently have two working groups focusing on:

• IT modernization for the Indiana Department of Revenue, with 
the goal of providing input to the DOR team as the state’s five-year 
development plan moves forward.

• Research & Development credits, with the goal of resolving issues 
members and their clients/employers have encountered and 
seeking clarification of DOR’s position in applying the R&D credit. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS NOMINATIONS
The INCPAS Leadership Succession Committee is seeking 

recommendations for members to serve on the Indiana CPA Society 
Board of Directors. The individuals will be considered for a two-year 
term beginning July 1, 2018. You may nominate yourself or someone 
else. Nominations are due by October 1. 

For additional information, contact Indiana CPA Society Chairman 
Doug York, CPA, CGMA at (812) 981-3423 or INCPAS Senior Vice 
President & COO Jennifer Briggs, CAE at 1-800-272-2054. 
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Twisted Fry: The Road to Success
INCPAS Scholar and his business partners establish first 
ever Terre Haute-based food truck business
By Kyle Brintnall, INCPAS Communications Intern

IT’S 11:30 P.M. ON A WARM FRIDAY 
NIGHT in downtown Terre Haute. Hungry, 
college students line up by the dozens, each 
waiting to get their first mouth-watering 
bite of Twisted Fry’s increasingly-notorious 
selection of unique french fry creations. Little 
do these folks know, this pint-sized food truck 
is saving them from more than just an empty 
stomach. It’s preventing them from getting 
in their cars and taking the late-night snack 
quest into their own, (potentially) intoxicated 
hands. 

This is the mission of Twisted Fry, Terre 
Haute’s first-ever food truck business,  
co-founded by ISU graduates Devyn Mikell 
(and INCPAS Scholars program graduate), 
DeSean Prentice, and Jess Harris. Their 
mission for Twisted Fry is to “prevent drinking 
and driving by providing late night eaters with 
delicious food at the perfect place and time.” 

Twisted Fry was inspired by two key 
observations: an immediate need for late 
night food options and the lack of a food truck 
service in Terre Haute. While Mikell and his 
partners knew that a food truck on its own 
would be fine, they believed it needed to stand 
for something. After conducting extensive 
research on the drinking and driving habits 
of Terre Haute students, Mikell and his team 
found that 45 percent of respondents admitted 
they’d driven to get food after a night out 
drinking. With this key insight, they had both 
an idea, and a mission. However, nothing 
could have prepared them for the next step in 
his plan: dealing with the law. 

The inception of the Twisted Fry food truck 
was now faced with its first fundamental 
roadblock: it was not legal to operate food 
trucks on Terre Haute city streets. Thus 
began a three month campaign of lobbying 
and meeting with officials to move the case 
forward, in the hope of changing the law. 

The Indiana CPA Society gave me so much 

exposure to a world that I was honestly 

unaware of. I saw some of the coolest things 

about accounting. I see so much value in 

accounting and I’ve made connections 

through the Scholars program that will last 

for the rest of my career.

“

”

FEATURES

Photo by: Katelyn Mikell Photography
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Quietly brewing in the midst of the campaign 
was the development of a business plan, 
securing of funds, and the sourcing of a trailer 
to operate. Finally, in July 2016, their wish was 
granted. The law was changed, and now food 
trucks were free to roam the streets of Terre 
Haute. However, it would take another two 
months and securing a little under $50,000 
before they would make their first sale on a 
city street. 

According to Mikell, the challenges of being 
a student entrepreneur were twofold. 

“The obvious answer is time,” he said. 
“Businesses will take your time when you 
really don’t want to give it. The not so obvious 
answer is decision making. There have been  
so many times where a ‘no’ was the right 
answer but my desire was to say ‘yes.’” 

The temptation to give up the business  
and go back to normal student life was 
constant as well. 

“Being a student entrepreneur puts you 
right in the hot seat of all these stressful 
decisions because everyone expects you to do 
the ‘safe’ thing, and they’ll praise you for it,” he 
said. “Safe often sounds like the right path. The 
challenge is fighting through that fear, doubt, 
and anxiety and just jumping off the cliff.” 

Mikell believes that while it is sometimes 
scary to take such a big risk, the payoff is more 
than worth it. 

“I’ve learned more in almost a year than I’ve 
ever learned anywhere else, just by taking a 
calculated leap of faith,” he shared. 

Mikell is a graduate of the Society’s INCPAS 
Scholars program where he learned about the 
CPA profession and its impact on business. 

“The Indiana CPA Society gave me so 
much exposure to a world that I was honestly 
unaware of,” he said. “I saw some of the 
coolest things about accounting. I see so 
much value in accounting and I’ve made 
connections through the Scholars program 
that will last for the rest of my career.”

Mikell credits his and his business partner’s 
accounting backgrounds with much of 
Twisted Fry’s success. 

“I could spend hours telling you all how 
valuable my partner DeSean Prentice, 
Director of Finance & Legal, is for our 
business,” Mikell said. “If numbers are king 
then he is their conqueror for Twisted Fry. 
I honestly don’t think we’d be near as far if 
we weren’t obsessed with the numbers as an 
organization.” 

Analyzing the numbers has allowed them 
to see where they were spending far too much 
or maybe not enough. The power to project 
where Twisted Fry has been heading as a 
business has been invaluable to them. 

“Ninety to ninety-five percent of restaurants 
fail within their first year,” said Mikell. “I 
believe this is because they don’t watch their 
numbers. The accounting knowledge that we 
apply to the business is what I believe will 
ultimately lead to our continuous success.” 

Twisted Fry’s success has come in phases, 
notes Mikell. Phase one was simply getting off 
the ground and surviving the first full year, a 
milestone nearing completion. Phase two will 
entail continuing to operate in Terre Haute 
and expand to a new location. 

“When we accomplish this task I will be 
extremely excited, but much work is to be 
done until then. However, it’s hard for me to 
deny that Twisted Fry is a successful venture,” 
says Mikell.

While the restaurant industry is full of risk, 

Mikell is still a firm believer that it’s full of 
rewarding experiences. 

“It’s pretty special and I love it,” he says. “I 
think we have a pretty awesome concept that 
people will come to know and love as time 
goes by. We want to be closely connected 
to college campuses and continue to stand 
for something as growing business owners. 
Twisted Fry is always looking for new ways 
to innovate. We call ourselves the six sigma 
owners because we are always trying to 
improve a process within our business,” he 
jokes. “We’re innovative in that way. While they 
may not be innovations on a massive scale like 
other big brands, we feel like we’re creating a 
culture of innovation for our business.” 

Ultimately, Mikell wants Twisted Fry to 
innovate for the customer. By creating these 
habits within the culture of Twisted Fry, he 
believes the company is being set up to go 
pretty far. All in all, the Twisted Fry food truck 
has been able to pave its own road to success, 
and shows no signs of slowing down. 

While they may not be innovations on 

a massive scale like other big brands, 

we feel like we’re creating a culture of 

innovation for our business.

“
”

Twisted Fry Co-Founders (L–R) DeSean Prentice, Devyn Mikell, and Jess Harris.
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CPAs Who Innovate
By INCPAS Vice President – Communications Stephanie Parton, CAE 

Meet the innovative virtual CFO firm that’s disrupting the profession
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“TRADITIONAL ACCOUNTANTS 
GENERALLY FOCUS ON THE PAST WAY 
TOO MUCH IN MY OPINION,” Grunden 
said. “We wanted to be more of an influencer 
for those clients. We wanted to talk strategy. 
We wanted to be proactive instead of being 
reactive. So, we turned a traditional financial 
statement review meeting into a strategic 
meeting focusing on forecasting and the 
metrics that are used to build it. Only about 
a quarter of the meeting talks about the past. 
The remainder of the meeting is strategic  
in nature focusing on the past influencing  
the future.” 

Summit CPA Group wanted to educate 
business owners and teach them to build and 
manage a profitable business. This “want” 
eventually evolved into what is now their 
primary service and cornerstone of their 
company. In 2004, they named the offering 
“Virtual CFO Services.”  

“We help small business owners make 
informed decisions that generally translate  
to increased profits and cash accumulation. 
That is why I think we’ve had such high 
retention with our clients,” Grunden said. 
“For me, that has been the most rewarding 
part of being a business owner—helping other 
business owners.”

Summit CPA Group prides themselves on 
offering completely different CPA services. 
They’re not competing against other CPA firms 
in the traditional sense. They are competing 
against a position of value. They take over the 
role of the CFO.

“We didn’t want to deliver a product that 
everyone else delivered—that’s boring. We 
wanted to give them a service that offered a 
greater value than what they could get even 
by adding an employee to their team. It came 
from the idea that we wanted to do something 
different, give them more value, and then it 
developed from there.

“What we’re doing is providing a similar 
service and ‘feeling’ as what’s innate at the 
big companies. That’s something that most 
small businesses have never had the chance 

to experience. Most small business owners 
feel isolated because they have no one to talk 
to. As a Virtual CFO, we can talk to them as a 
peer and give them a straight, candid answer. 
That’s what they really want. They want 
confirmation. They want to be able to bounce 
ideas off a peer. The entire experience is pretty 
eye opening for most of them.”

Like most great innovators, Grunden and 
Hale wanted to find a solution to a problem 
and make life better for themselves and 
those around them. Grunden says the idea 
for Virtual CFO Services was a selfish thing at 
first. He was his kids’ hockey coach and had to 
be present at all of the events. Hockey season, 
as you may know, falls at the exact time as the 
traditional tax season. 

“I knew I was taking weeks off at a time to go 
on a hockey trip and it wasn’t fair to the other 
employees,” Grunden said. “It wasn’t fair to 
ask my team to work hard while I was traveling 
around the U.S. or Canada for a hockey 
tournament. It didn’t feel right to me.”

Grunden found a solution to his problem 
by looking for ways to change the way typical 
CPA firms do business. His answer was taking 
a traditional tax client that they would meet 
with once a year and looking at how they 
could really help their client, and in the same 
process help Summit CPA Group and the 
culture the duo wanted for their firm.  

The process developed into taking that 
annual tax client and turning them into a 
monthly client. Then when it came time for 
their tax return, it didn’t take as much time. 
That approach was so successful that clients 
started asking for weekly meetings. Clients 
were so excited about the level of service they 
were receiving from Summit that they started 
referring clients to them. 

Summit CPA Group is headquartered in 
Fort Wayne, but their team is distributed and 
works primarily from home. Their virtual 
office consists of 40 employees, all but four 
whom work remotely. Employees are located 
in 10 states and their client base is represented 

Summit CPA Group was founded in 2002 as a firm that wanted to change 
the way people think about accounting. Co-founders Jody Grunden, CPA, 
and Adam Hale, CPA, didn’t want to just do accounting work. They wanted 
to make a difference in business owners’ lives.

Jody Grunden (left) and Adam Hale (right) of Summit CPA Group hold their INCPAS 
Innovation Award presented at CPA Celebration on May 12.
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in over 40 cities across the country.
Summit CPA Group initially performed their Virtual CFO Services 

communicating over the phone and during in-person meetings. It 
wasn’t until 2009 that they started transitioning the service to 100 
percent remote. In order to give the client the feeling that they are 
part of their team, they utilize the latest technology through video 
chat and screen sharing with tools like Sococo and GoTo Meeting. 
This is Summit CPA Group’s primary means of communication 
with clients. Because they can service clients anywhere, they have 
expanded their service across the United States. 

Hiring at Summit CPA Group is all done virtually as well. It’s pretty 
eye-opening for new hires. Grunden says 99 percent of the new hires 
have never worked virtually before. So, employee onboarding is an 
extremely important process and key to Summit’s high employee 
retention. New hires receive a “care package” in the mail which 
includes a laptop, big screen TV (four monitors), headsets and a 
technology stipend which they can use for various home office 
needs throughout the year.

The onboarding process includes being buddied up with a 
seasoned employee. 

For example, Tom is a new hire who has been with the firm for 90 
days. He is buddied up with Angie who is the senior team member 
on the account. They hang out in a virtual room all day with video 
and headsets on. They can have casual conversations as they work 
through the day. 

When nearly all of your employees work virtually, staying on top 
of technology is imperative.

“You have to be adaptive and make changes quickly. That has 
never been an issue with me, really, in anything I do,” Grunden said, 
“which is atypical for accountants.”

Grunden and Hale are constantly looking for the newest and 
greatest thing. Five years ago, Hale was looking for a second revenue 
stream that could take advantage of the distributed model. He 
determined that 401K audits could be that avenue. He did his due 
diligence and sought out an expert in the field. They were able to 
bring in Kim Moore to run this new opportunity. Since 2012, Moore 
and her team have been able to grow the 401K audit department 
from an experiment to currently performing in excess of 120 audits a 
year. They were able to take full advantage of the distributed model 
working virtually with their clients.

“We’re always looking for better ways of doing things,” Grunden 
said. “We’re never stuck on one way being the only way. It comes 
from identifying a weakness in an area and coming up with a 
solution to make it better.

“We take what other people are doing well and make it better.  
We view the world in a different way, always thinking outside of  
the box. Or, better yet, what box? That’s the mindset that we built  
the company.” 

Summit CPA Group was recognized for their innovative 
accomplishments in 2017 with the inaugural Indiana CPA Society 
Innovation Award.

The Secret 
Sauce for 
Running a 
Distributed 
Model 
Company

Jody Grunden, CEO & 
Co-Founder of Summit 
CPA Group, shares his 
advice and secret sauce  
to making it work.
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6.5 Tips to 
Implement Now



Schedule weekly meetings  
with transparency1

Weekly team meetings are crucial within a distributed company. 
Scheduling 30–60 minutes once a week—preferably Monday 
mornings—with the entire team is a great way to start off everyone’s 
week. It’s an opportunity for each team member to share a positive 
and a challenge about the past week, and what they are looking 
forward to the coming week. Weekly team meetings keep the whole 
team in the loop and connected and allows management to keep a 
pulse on what’s really happening. The same goes for weekly one-on-
ones with direct reports.
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Host company 
retreats2

Corporate. Leadership. Retreat. Are you cringing? Do the words 
“trust fall” and “ropes course” come to mind? Are you having 
nightmares of a very cold (or very hot because someone is always 
complaining about the temperature) windowless hotel ballroom? 
Are you envisioning yourself staring at four walls for eight hours 
every day while being talked at by a lifeless presenter clicking 
through Powerpoint decks? Wake up. It’s 2017. Corporate Retreats 
should incorporate compelling facilitators like Traci Barrett with 
Navigate the Journey (photo top right), interactive peer-to-peer 
learning, fun activities and relaxing downtime—all at a refreshingly 
unique venue in an unforgettable destination. If you’re not planning 
at least one of these for the entire team annually, you need to start. 
Hosting a retreat for your leadership team in Q1 will help set the 
tone and objectives for the entire year, and you can then build upon 
those lessons and outcomes with an entire company retreat later in 
the year.

Offer awesome 
benefits3

The traditional benefits of wages, health insurance, and 401Ks 
are not going to cut it. You need to offer benefits beyond the cookie-
cutter givens. If flexibility isn’t included in your benefits package, add 
it now, and make it number one on the list. The benefits of flexible 
days, flexible location, and flexible hours are absolutely imperative. 
Employees can work as needed to accomplish their job and goals in a 
timely manner. Flexibility allows your employees availability during the 
day to pick up kids, go to doctor appointments and allows them to work 
later at night if needed. And going back to the basic benefit of wages, be 
sure you’re paying your team based on the national average.

Implement 
communication platforms4

This perhaps should be number one on this list. It’s vital. The key is 
to remember that it is not “us vs. them.” Everyone must be on the same 
playing field—whether you work in Hermosa Beach, California, or 
Charleston, South Carolina, or in Fort Wayne, Indiana. Everyone must 
use the same communication platform. If you do have a few employees 
who do work in the same building, it’s imperative they use the same 
platforms to communicate as the 40 people spread through the 
country. No one is “missing” anything by being distributed. Everyone 
is treated equal. Tools like Sococo video chat and Slack offer employees 
opportunities to “chat” both formally and informally.
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Yep! You read that correctly. The last tip is to have fun. Life’s too short to 
not enjoy it. And besides, if your employees are having fun, they are going 
to work harder and smarter. They are going to stay at the company longer 
and help promote the awesomeness that sets your company apart from 
all the rest. Your best advertising is happy employees. 

Find the  
right partners5

Flexible is the way of the future. Flexible works as long as you 
have the right communication platforms in place and have access 
to quality people who are looking for flexible work. Partnering 
up with companies like FlexJobs, Remote.co, Yonder, and Virtual 
Vocations will help with a more positive experience and allow 
companies to get ahead of the curve and reap the rewards of 
employing a talented, happy staff. FlexJobs can help eliminate one 
of the risks for growth: finding talented people. And we all know 
that sifting through hundreds of resumes is time-consuming. With 
FlexJobs, you’ll spend less time managing resumes. Remote.co is an 
excellent resource that provides expert insight, best practices, and 
valuable support for organizations exploring or already embracing 
the distributed model. Virtual Vocations is a great website where 
employers can post flexible jobs such as telecommuting, freelance, 
part-time, and flextime jobs. The Yonder podcast features 
interviews that discuss the advantages and also the challenges  
of distributed teams.

Set a cool  
company culture6

When working with a distributed team, it may take an extra effort 
to keep people feeling like they are part of the team, and that they are 
valuable to the overall success of the team. Using the communication 
channels we noted, it’s important to include a non-work related 
communication channel. There’s no tangible “water cooler” when 
you’re distributed, therefore having a “water cooler” channel on Slack 
where employees can share the photo of their new kitty, or ask for 
recommendations for dining in Colorado Springs during their next 
holiday brings that “water cooler” feeling alive. It’s also important for 
management to share the vision of the company. There’s no better 
way to get employees excited than to share your vision and how they 
are all part of and contribute to that vision. Involve everyone on the 
team in important projects or events. Perhaps someone on the team 
is really interested in helping with the company retreat (see #2)—let 
that person liaise directly with your marketing events director. Develop 
a cool, unique, but meaningful way to recognize special occasions 
like birthdays and work anniversaries. It’s an easy (and fun) way to 
acknowledge employees, and goes a long way.

6.5 Have fun!
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The Changing Role 
of the CPA
INCPAS Members Share their Vision  
of the Future
By Kyle Brintnall,  
INCPAS Communications Intern
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WHY DO YOU INNOVATE?
Meghan: A better question is why NOT innovate? 

When you go to a business to purchase services or even a 
product, you have expectations in your mind of what you 
should receive. More likely than not, your expectations are 
very high. As innovators in the industry, we are working 
hard to exceed our client’s expectations of the services they 
believe they deserve. Innovation would include not only 
cost savings, but efficiencies in how we work as well as how 
they work in their business, meeting their financial and 
strategic needs, etc. From a client’s perspective, we have 
been put on this earth to make their life easier. Innovation 
is key in fulfilling this expectation.

Kent: I enjoy it! A proper balance is to keep one foot 
in the reality of the present and one in the possibilities 
of the future. As professionals we have an obligation to 
our clients, employees and in my case to my students to 
remain innovative.

Stephen: In order to meet a need the market is not 
filling. Further, it means CPAs are viewed as thought 
leaders in our field. Developing innovative solutions 
means spending a significant amount of time building 
consensus, structure, formalities, and interest. Sometimes 
it’s trial and error. Failure is ok—although, it’s often hard  
to isolate why the idea did not fully succeed. Was the 
failure due to lack of firm participation, inability to fill 
a need, failure to implement, or inability to market the 
proposed solution?

HOW DO YOU CREATE AN INNOVATIVE CULTURE?
Kent: I believe that in order to facilitate an innovative culture, 

leaders must provide an environment that is free from fear, builds trust, 
looks to encourage, hires for innovation, celebrates and learns from 
failure. Start small so that employees can get their “innovative legs.” 
If innovative experience is good, they will want to do it again. If we 
want innovation to permeate the culture then we need to hire for that 
characteristic.

Rick: Oak Street Funding is deliberate in our attention to innovation. 
In addition to working quickly and effectively to meet the needs of our 
clients, we also meet the needs of our team by giving them the tools 
necessary to bring ingenuity, creativity and value to the organization. 
Our focus on the employee experience produces job satisfaction and 
pride that translates to a consultative, knowledgeable and caring 
approach with our clients and a distinctive client experience. We 
continuously ask the questions “Are we doing what is right to meet 
the needs of our clients as well as our employees?” and “Is there a 
better approach?” If there is a better way, we implement it. In addition, 
we are focused on working collaboratively across all departments 
and business lines, resulting in cross functional buy-in, operational 
excellence, and, of course, innovation. Finally, we embrace the latest 
technology and the utilization of data and analytics to help us best 
serve our current and potential clients.

Today’s world is increasingly 
one of change. This is 
especially true in the CPA 
profession, where new 
technologies and strategies 
are changing the very role 
of the CPA itself. Because of 

all this constant change, the 
need for CPAs to innovate  
has never been greater. We 
posed some questions to  
five CPAs who have been  
at the forefront of innovation 
in their careers. 
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WHERE DO YOU THINK THE PROFESSION IS 
HEADING AND HOW CAN INNOVATION GET 
US THERE?

Tom: The CPA profession is at a unique time in 
history. Technology changes are streamlining accounting 
processes and removing geographic and service delivery 
barriers. As a firm, we are spending much less time getting 
information into the accounting system and far more 
time working with our clients to analyze their information 
and helping them make informed business decisions. 
I believe this will only accelerate in the next few years 
as new technologies are developed. I also believe that 
by leveraging new technologies, firms will no longer be 
subject to geographic limitations in the clients they serve.

Rick: While there will continue to be regulatory and 
reporting changes in the profession, I believe the areas 
in which innovation will make the biggest impacts are 
technology, data, and the utilization of that data. With 
regard to technology, it is increasingly important to 
utilize all of the ever-evolving smart and sophisticated 
technologies—for both effectively managing compliance, 
risk and communications, as well as connecting with 
current and potential clients quickly, accurately and 
in their preferred medium. There will continue to be 
less emphasis on the traditional, quarterly face-to-face 
meetings and more on a relationship in which the client 
can text, email, Skype or call at any time. 

WHAT SKILLS DO YOU THINK WILL BE IMPORTANT FOR 
CPAS IN THE FUTURE, PARTICULARLY AS THEIR ROLES 
ARE CHANGING?

Tom: The CPA has always been a trusted advisor, but I believe this 
role will take on even greater importance in the years to come. The 
CPA of the future will need excellent analytical, communication and 
interpersonal skills. They will spend less time getting the numbers right 
and more time analyzing the results and working with clients to make 
informed business decisions. 

Meghan: Communication and interpersonal skills are not only 
required now, but will continue to be imperative as the profession 
changes. No longer are CPAs able to sit behind a desk and crank out 
a ton of tax returns/financial statements. The clients want to see you, 
hear from you, and see what they’re getting for the money they’re 
paying you. They want that additional business/data analysis and 
consulting to help them in their businesses. 

Stephen: Ability to identify problems that exist outside compliance. 
Then, the ability to develop enthusiasm surrounding innovative 
ideas—the risk of failure and the energy required to get it off the ground 
normally stymies pursuing extraordinary offerings. 

Featuring:

Meghan Applegate, CPA

Applegate & Company, CPAs

Rick Dennen, CPA

Oak Street Funding LLC

Tom Gabbert, CPA

mAccounting, LLC

Stephen Lukinovich, CPA, CVA, PFS

Mountjoy Chilton Medley, LLP

Kent Williams, CPA

Indiana Wesleyan University
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The task force conducted extensive 
research into innovation, performed surveys, 
and had in-depth discussions with leaders 
from companies across Indiana who shared 
examples of innovation they have seen 
and been a part of both in and around the 
profession. 

The task force began by defining innovation 
as it applied to their work. The definition the 
group settled on came from Dan McClure, 
Innovation Lead at ThoughtWorks. That 
definition is that innovation is “Any practice 
that leverages creative invention to respond 
to an important challenge.”

In looking at why innovation mattered, 
a survey of INCPAS members was 
conducted, which showed that 84% think 
innovation is important in their role in their 
organization. The survey also indicated 
that 50% of members cited INCPAS as a 
source for innovation and look to INCPAS to 
provide information and opportunities for 
collaboration on related topics. 

When examining how innovation would 
impact the profession, the task force found 
four key areas that were identified in CPA.
com’s study “Welcome to the Fast Future…
Insights into the CPA of the Future 2015” 
conducted by Dr. James Canton and the 
Institute for Global Futures. The study defined 
the areas as future readiness metrics:

Key Innovation Areas 
1. Disruptive Technology and Innovation
2. Talent and the Changing Workforce
3. Globalization and the Marketplace
4. The Changing Role of the CPA
The paper discusses each of these areas in 

depth and identified trends in each area, along 
with opportunities and challenges within 
each of those four areas. Key opportunities 
evolved around expansion of services that 
CPAs could offer in the future to increase their 
value to clients. In order to expand services, 
CPAs would need to expand their knowledge 
and skills, which could in turn provide 
opportunities for INCPAS to provide new 
products and services to members. 

Further examination into why INCPAS 
should be involved in innovation was also 
discussed. The task force noted that a part 
of the INCPAS mission is to “enhance the 
professional success of our members” and 

agreed that helping members learn about 
and become more innovative was a way to 
enhance their professional success.

The paper looks at why CPAs should care 
about innovation, and a key take away was 
that “change in business and in the profession 
is happening at a very rapid rate” and “CPAs 
have the ability to be key contributors to 
innovation teams because of their skills and 
understanding of business.”

Credible solutions that INCPAS could offer 
to help its members with innovation are 
presented in the paper, and include:

• Educate and inform members about 
innovation, through articles, newsletters, 
conference sessions, and the CPA Center 
of Excellence® online community.

• Connecting members for collaboration, 
both in person and online.

• Innovation idea sharing, especially 

In May 2017, the Indiana CPA Society Board of Directors 
issued a white paper on CPA’s Role in Leading Innovation. 
The paper was the result of the work of a task force created 
in 2016 to look at innovation and its impact on the CPA 
profession particularly as it pertained to the Indiana CPA 
Society and its members.

CPA’s  ROLE IN LEADING INNOVATION

INNOVATION IS DEFINED AS: 

“Any practice that leverages creative 
invention to respond  

to an important challenge.” 
— Dan McClure,  

Innovation Design Lead, ThoughtWorks

By INCPAS Vice President - Finance Jenny Norris, CPA, CGMA, CAE
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through story telling. This could happen 
at conferences, through video, or print or 
electronic stories or other live events.

• Specialized programs to train members on 
specific innovation related topics.

• Development of programs or services to 
help members with specific issues where 
innovative solutions would help.

Top priorities for INCPAS should be:

• Continue to monitor and understand 
innovation and trends impacting the 
profession and share information with 
members.

• Develop and launch additional 
opportunities for members to collaborate 
in new ways.

• Pursue partnerships with other 
organizations to bring new programs and 
services to members.

• Incorporate innovation into INCPAS 
and CPA Center of Excellence® 
communications, with emphasis on 
featuring members’ personal innovation 
stories.

• Influence education of future accounting 
professionals.

• Develop an Innovation Advisory Council 
for INCPAS to use to develop strategic 
priorities related to innovation.

The paper concludes with a challenge 
to all CPAs to get involved in some way 
with innovation, and remember that small 
innovations can have a major impact in the 
long term. CPAs should begin to set goals 
and develop metrics to track their innovation 
successes.

Remember that, as Peter Drucker stated, 
“The best way to predict the future is to  
create it.” 

KEY 
INNOVATION AREAS 

Disruptive Technology 
and Innovation1
Talent and the 
Changing Workforce2
Globalization and 
the Marketplace3
The Changing Role 
of the CPA4



YOUR
INNOVATION 
HUB

Brought 
to you by 
the CPA 

Center of 
Excellence®

The world is changing—and only 8% of CPAs think 
the profession is currently future ready, per a study 
conducted by CPA.com. With the advent of new 
technologies poised to change the workload of 
CPAs, to a demand for finance leaders with strategic 
skillsets in the C-suite, today’s CPAs need to be 
innovation-minded. To fix this innovation gap, the 
CPA Center of Excellence® and Indiana CPA Society 
are partnering to provide resources on innovation 
and provoke conversation and change along four 

innovation subject areas: The Changing Role of 
the CPA, Talent and the Changing Workforce, 
Globalization and the Marketplace, and Disruptive 
Technology and Innovation. We’ll be focusing 
on these content areas on cpacoe.com—so keep 
checking back for new content, or sign up for our 
RSS feed. Download the whitepaper that started 
this innovation campaign, or watch the video to get 
started. Join the conversation on social media using 
#cpasinnovate. We’ll be talking about it @cpacoe.
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By CPA Center of Excellence Strategist Jess Halverson Bowyer
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Please contact Jason Wolff at Schwartz 
Insurance Group at 800.366.8177.

The AICPA-endorsed CPA Value Plan provides 
industry-leading professional liability insurance that gives 
you the freedom to delve into new areas of practice with the 
confidence your firm is covered. Program features include:

• Coverage specifically designed for small CPA firms 
• Limits from $100,000 to $2 million for qualified firms
• A variety of credits to help reduce your premium 
•  Optional CPA NetProtectSM for cyber network 

damage claims and privacy breaches*
•  Subpoena assistance, regulatory proceedings 

coverage, and more

*CPA NetProtectSM is offered for an additional premium as part of the AICPA Professional Liability Insurance Program. 
Aon Insurance Services is the brand name for the brokerage and program administration operations of Affinity Insurance Services, Inc. (TX 13695); (AR 100106022); in CA and MN, AIS Affinity 
Insurance Agency, Inc. (CA 0795465); in OK, AIS Affinity Insurance Services Inc.; in CA, Aon Affinity Insurance Services, Inc. (CA 0G94493); Aon Direct Insurance Administrator and Berkely Insurance 
Agency; and in NY, AIS Affinity Insurance Agency.
One or more of the CNA companies provide the products and/or services described. The information is intended to present a general overview for illustrative purposes only. It is not intended to 
constitute a binding contract. Please remember that only the relevant insurance policy can provide the actual terms, coverages, amounts, conditions and exclusions for an insured. All products and 
services may not be available in all states and may be subject to change without notice. “CNA” is a registered trademark of CNA Financial Corporation. Certain CNA Financial Corporation subsidiaries 
use the “CNA” trademark in connection with insurance underwriting and claims activities. Copyright © 2017 CNA. All rights reserved.                     E-12399-817 IN

Endorsed by: In Indiana by: Underwritten by: Brought to you by:YOUR FIRM
WITH CONFIDENCE

GROW

E-12399-817 IN.indd   1 6/28/17   9:54 AM

PROFESSIONAL

UPDATE

18
YEAR

PROFESSIONAL ISSUES UPDATES: 
15 DATES, 13 CITIES, 4 HRS FREE CPE

 

REGISTER ONLINE AT INCPAS.ORG/PIU

PIUs connect you with the 
latest news and information in 
the CPA profession. INCPAS 
President & CEO Gary Bolinger, 
CAE, leads the popular 
presentation that quickly and 
concisely covers the key topics 
and developments that could 
influence how you do business. 
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How a Few Little 
Letters Can Change 

Your Career

Many financial professionals do this by 
leveraging the rapid growth of advisory 
services. By offering specialized knowledge to 
your clients or employer, you’re positioned to 
be more competitive in the marketplace and 
are able to differentiate yourself from others 
in the field. And that translates into increased 
compensation and career advancement 
opportunities. Firms, as a whole, are finding 
that offering more services can increase their 
bottom line.

When you move beyond compliance work 
to more future-oriented, value-added work, 
you are able to do more for your clients, 

serving them in new ways. Organizations with 
credentialed professionals realize increased 
profit margins through the management of 
risk, improved controls, process and workflow 
improvements and faster decision-making 
through simulations and data analytics.

The fact is, value-added services are not 
just a trend, and they are not going away. Of 
Accounting Today’s Top 100 Niche Services, 
business valuation consistently has ranked 
in the top five for the past 15 years. Also, an 
IBISWorld 2012 report projects that forensic 
accounting will grow at a rate four times that 
of the U.S. accounting profession through 

2017. Financial planning follows closely 
at a growth rate that is double that of the 
accounting profession.

According to the Robert Half 2016 Salary 
Guide, the need for financial professionals 
with technology experience is rising, given 
the complexities of systems and tools, and 
emerging technologies.

UNLOCK THE POSSIBILITIES
The AICPA offers the only credentials built 

on the foundation of competency, objectivity 
and integrity. The credentials are: Certified in 

When there are hundreds of thousands of financial professionals 
at work in public accounting, business and industry, government, 
academia and consulting, how can you stand out in such a 
crowded profession? 

CFF PFS ABV CITP
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Financial Forensics (CFF®), Personal Financial 
Specialist (PFS™), Accredited in Business 
Valuation (ABV®) and Certified Information 
Technology Professional (CITP®).

CREDENTIALS FOR ALL AREAS  
OF INTEREST

Forensic accounting has become one of 
the fastest growing specialty-practice areas 
for U.S. financial professionals who want 
to demonstrate their knowledge, skills and 
experience in the forensic accounting area. 
The CFF credential encompasses fundamental 
and specialized forensic accounting skills 
that you can apply in a variety of service 
areas, including bankruptcy and insolvency; 
computer forensic analysis; family law; 
valuations; economic damages calculations; 
and fraud prevention, detection and response. 
In addition, the CFF credential sets you apart 
as an expert witness in the courtroom.

The PFS credential showcases a financial 
professional’s expertise in personal financial 
planning. This credential is an excellent next 
step for financial professionals seeking to 
expand or diversify a tax-focused practice. 
Your comprehensive knowledge in financial 
planning and tax enable you to bring a holistic 
approach to your clients’ financial needs, 
whether advising in retirement, estate, tax, risk 

management and/or investment planning.
Two major factors are driving up the 

demand for financial planners. First, given 
the complexities of ATRA and the new 
net investment income tax that will affect 
every area of financial planning, clients are 
looking for objective guidance. Secondly, 
large numbers of boomers are heading into 
retirement and seeking advisers to help them 
plan accordingly to avoid outliving their 
financial resources.

The ABV credential is ideal for financial 
professionals who want to enter this 
in-demand area by positioning themselves as 
a premier business valuation service provider 
who goes beyond the core service of reaching 
a conclusion of value to creating value for 
clients through the strategic application of this 
analysis.

The rise in demand for business valuation 
experts and firms that offer this service 
has been fueled by a rapid increase in 
merger and acquisition activity, gifting and 
estate transfers, and the Small Business 
Administration’s requirement for independent 
business valuations on loan regulations. 
Other valuation services include valuing a 
business due to transfer of ownership, divorce 
settlement, fair value accounting, ESOP 
valuations, economic damage calculations, 

and expert witness or litigation support.
Financial professionals who have 

considerable expertise in information 
management and technology assurance 
should seek the CITP credential. Financial 
professionals who have earned the CITP 
credential are recognized for their unique 
ability to provide technology-related 
assurance and business insight by leveraging 
knowledge of information, data relationships 
and supporting technologies.

This credential spans a broad base of 
knowledge — from IT assurance, IT risk 
management and security, and privacy to 
analytics and emerging technologies. CITP 
credential holders are helping their clients 
or organization improve operations, ensure 
financial data integrity, determine risks 
associated with financial reporting, and 
prevent and detect fraud.

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE 
REQUIREMENTS

In addition to being an AICPA member in 
good standing and signing a Declaration of 
Intent to comply with the requirements of 
credential recertification, each candidate must 
also meet the following requirements:

Exam 
Requirement

Business Experience 
Requirement

Education 
Requirement

CFF Pass the CFF Examination 1,000 hours of business experience in 
forensic accounting within the five-year 
period preceding the date of the CFF 
application

75 hours of forensic 
accounting continuing 
professional education 
(CPE) within the five-year 
period preceding the date 
of the CFF application

PFS Pass one of three comprehensive 
exams: Personal Financial Specialist 
(CPA/PFS), Certified Financial 
Planner® (CFP) or Chartered 
Financial Consultant (ChFC)

3,000 hours of personal financial planning 
experience within the five-year period 
preceding the date of the PFS application; 
up to 1,000 hours of tax compliance 
experience can count toward the total 
experience requirement

75 hours of personal 
financial planning CPE 
within the five-year period 
preceding the date of the 
PFS application

Table continues on next page
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RESOURCES AVAILABLE FROM 
THE AICPA

No matter which credential you pursue, 
the AICPA supports you every step of the 
way by providing everything from exam prep 
materials to exclusive tools and technical 

resources that will help you, as a credential 
holder, maintain the highest level of 
competency in delivering advisory services. 
When you’re ready to take your career to 
the next level with an AICPA credential, visit 
aicpa.org/aicpacredentials.  

Exam 
Requirement

Business Experience 
Requirement

Education 
Requirement

ABV Pass the ABV Examination (this is 
waived for Accredited Members and 
Accredited Senior Appraisers of the 
American Society of Appraisers)

Either 6 business valuation engagements or 
150 hours of business valuation experience 
within the five-year period preceding the 
date of the ABV application

75 hours of valuation CPE 
within the five-year period 
preceding the date of the 
ABV application

CITP Pass the CITP Examination 1,000 hours of business experience in 
information management and technology 
assurance within the five-year period 
preceding the date of the CITP application

75 hours of information 
management and 
technology assurance CPE 
within the five-year period 
preceding the date of the 
CITP application

25% off your 
first order
when you mention this ad prior to estimate. 

Exp. 10/31/17

Contact 
Shawn@PrintingPartners.net  

317.664.7810

PrintingPartners.net

Printing • Mailing Services • Publishing • Signage • Promotional Products • Marketing

Presentation is everything.

Make sure your printed materials  
represent your business.
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Adam J. Roberts, CPA, Simon Property Group
Joseph P. Rondot
Mark Rosinski
Jacob T. Ruetz, London Witte & Company, LLP
Andy C. Schindler, KPMG, LLP
Brian M. Schmucker

 Matthew M. Schnelker, Steel Dynamics, Inc
Tedder J. Schwarz, CPA
Brenna E. Sherwood, Crowe Horwath LLP
Chris D. Shirey
Edward R. Simokaitis
Angela E. Simpson
Kelsea K. Simpson, CPA, Simon Property Group

 Brittany L. Skeels, CPA, Harding, Shymanski & Co, PSC
 Eric B. Smith

Kelly D. Smith, CPA
 Natalie L. Sollberger, CPA, Dauby O'Connor & Zaleski, LLC
 Michael P. Sorrows, CPA, Strand Diagnostics, LLC

Laura D. Stanifer, CPA
Matthew R. Steward
Ezri Stewart, Katz, Sapper & Miller, LLP
Farah N. Syed

 David J. Tatham, CPA
 Richard W. Templeton, CPA, Templeton Coal Company, Inc.
 Corby H. Thompson, Umbaugh

Nazree D. Thompson-Gore
Wan Tian

 Lauren E. Tieman, Umbaugh
Benjamin M. Tjoelker
Jiale Tu
Jonathan  P. Uglum
Anna Vaughn

 Ryan M. Voors, CPA, Salesforce
Doug J. Vroegh, CPA, Silva International, Inc
Thomas P. Wagner
Derek W. Wallis
Erin A. Walsh, Blue & Co., LLC

 Alex D. Ward, Greenwalt CPAs, Inc.
 Michael Wessel, CPA

David A. Wheeler, EY
Jerry W. Wilkins
Tyler J. Williams, EY

 Zachary L. Williams, CPA, Myers & Stauffer LC
Hui Yang
Alexander Yu
Cheng Zhang
Liuyi Zhang
Cindy Zhou 
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Continued from page 7...

Susan Wang, CPA, Eli Lilly and Company
Florentina Yaney, CPA, Swiss Re
Chunfang Zhang, CPA, Anthem, Inc.

SENIOR
Michael R. Becher
Alan T. Hildebrand

STUDENT
Gabrielle L. Arthur, Franklin College
LaToya K. Ashe, Indiana Wesleyan University
Bryan Beaty, Ball State University
Drayton A. Blankenbaker, Indiana University South Bend
Rachel M. Blish, University of Northern Alabama
Deborah Boruff, Indiana Wesleyan University
Casey C. Brown, IUPUI
Michael A. Cheesman, Manchester University
Brook E. Cleaver, Indiana Wesleyan University
Ryan D. Conner, Franklin College
Trent J. Cook, Indiana University South Bend
Ramey D. Cornett, Jr, Ball State University
Baxter C. Cox, Ball State University
Ryan W. Cultice, Butler University

Corie L. Depp, Indiana Wesleyan University
Zackary J. Doolen, Indiana University South Bend
Marena L. Drake, Franklin College
Katie A. Edlen, Indiana University South Bend
Rachel M. Ellis, Indiana Wesleyan University
Jacob W. Farnworth, IUPUI
Aubrey M. Feipel, Grace College
Danielle Gakle, Kaplan University
Chantel C. Geisler, Indiana University South Bend
Benjamin J. Greer, Ball State University
Olivia Griggs, Saint Mary's College
Holly S. Harper, Indiana Wesleyan University
Angela M. Hayes, Indiana Wesleyan University
Erin L. Hibler, Indiana Wesleyan University
Derrick Howell-McQueen, Indiana Wesleyan University
Cody J. Hunt, Indiana University
Mallorie R. Jennings, Manchester University
Abigail M. Jones, Trine University
Mallory E. Keiser, Ball State University
Matthew W. Keller, University of Evansville
Kara S. Kinnius, Taylor University
Stefanie D. Knight, Strayer University
Kelsey A. Kopf, Saint Mary's College
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In a world of change, 
our focus is steadfast.
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Want your name on the list? Become a member of the 
Indiana CPA Society. Visit incpas.org/join.

Gina C. Krajewski, Purdue University Calumet
Emma R. LaVelle, Butler University
William M. LeFevre, Butler University
Jazmin M. Lopez, Ball State University
Clarissa Magley, Indiana University South Bend
Zayna J. Martin, Indiana University South Bend
Justin C. McMurray, Indiana Wesleyan University
Rayna Mickelini, Valparaiso University
Brandon A. Moeglin, Indiana Wesleyan University
Madeline J. Moeller, Saint Mary's College
Katelyn E. Murdock, Grace College
Lacey A. Perry, Indiana University Kokomo
Michelle D. Perry, Indiana Wesleyan University
Mollie K. Rader, Indiana University
Ashley M. Rayn, Indiana Wesleyan University
Michael P. Richter, Indiana Wesleyan University
Ronda Ross, Ivy Tech
Melissa Rush, Indiana Wesleyan University
Jennifer R. Schafer, Indiana University South Bend
Levi J. Schwartz, Franklin College
Corbin Settergren, Indiana State University
Morgan A. Shields, Ball State University
James F. Smith Wilson, IUPUI

Miles C. Spenos, Indiana Wesleyan University
Jordan K. Stoler, Indiana University South Bend
Shana M. Toliver, Indiana Wesleyan University
Katelyn Tribby, Indiana Wesleyan University
Lataaha N. Webb, Indiana Wesleyan University
Rachael M. Wernimont, Ball State University
Amy E. Wilson, Western Governors University
Joseph R. Wolff, Ball State University
Austin K. Yurack, University of Indianapolis
Chris Zhang, IUPUI  

Classifieds
Are you thinking of buying or selling an accounting practice?

ACCOUNTING PRACTICE SALES specializes in the sale of CPA firms 
and accounting & tax practices. Our marketing and consulting services 
are focused exclusively on the accounting professional.  We provide 
guidance and assistance with selling your practice, merging with 
another firm, establishing a practice continuation plan, growing an 
existing business or acquiring a new practice.

Interested in CPA Practices available for sale in Indiana? For more 
information visit us at . . . www.APS.net.  

Are you thinking of selling? Do you need an exit strategy?
Contact us for a FREE, no obligation consultation and business 
valuation. Email steve@APSmidwest.com or call 1-800-272-7355 ext 3.

THINKING OF RETIRING?
Naab Consulting has been assisting sellers of CPA, accounting and tax 
practices in Indiana since 1997. We specialize in selling only accounting 
practices and understand the market. We offer no-obligation, 
confidential on-site consultations to discuss your situation personally. 
We offer a large database full of qualified buyers, financing for your 
buyer and confidentiality throughout the entire process. 

If you like the idea of an experienced local Hoosier professional to guide 
you through the selling process, please contact us today at 317.823.2000 
or Retire@NaabConsulting.com. Mention promo code #18 for 
additional incentives. 
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Member SpotlightMEMBERS

Would you like to be featured as the next Member Spotlight in 
CPA IN Perspective? Email Vice President – Communications 
Stephanie Parton, CAE at sparton@incpas.org.CPA IN Perspective   38

ANY GOOD OFFICE PERKS?
Free admission to the theme 
parks, early showings of movies, 
early sampling of park attractions, 
employee discounts.

WHAT’S ON YOUR 
DESK RIGHT NOW?
A laptop, two monitors, 
typical office supplies, 
and Disney knick-knacks.

HOW DO YOU UNWIND 
AFTER A BUSY DAY AT  
THE OFFICE?
I relax in front of the TV  
or jog the canyons around 
our community.

WHAT’S AN EXAMPLE OF HOW YOU (OR YOUR 
COMPANY) ARE INNOVATIVE?
Disney is always looking for ways to impress. Look for  
“the next big thing” beyond “the next big thing” and 
Disney probably is already there. Last year’s introduction 
of drones for a holiday light show at Walt Disney World 
Resort’s Disney Springs is just such an example.

WHAT KEEPS 
YOU UP  
AT NIGHT?
Cats. We have 
three. WHAT’S THE BEST THING 

YOU’VE READ RECENTLY?
The book of Judges—a great 
lesson on obedience.

WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE 
APP AND WHY?
Map My Run. I like to see 
where I’ve been and plan for 
where I’m going next.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE 
TO SOMEONE JUST STARTING 
OUT IN THE PROFESSION?
Keep your options open. There are so 
many opportunities for CPAs that can 
take you in different directions than 
you ever imagined. I started my studies 
thinking I was going to be a computer 
programmer but wound up with a 
mathematics degree and a CPA license. 

DON PATTON
The Walt Disney Company



           BE A FIRST RESPONDER

Back PAC
We help carry the legislative 
load for the CPA profession. 
Contribute online at 
incpas.org/PAC.

For more information, contact INCPAS Vice 
President – Advocacy Sherrill Rude, CAE, 
at srude@incpas.org or (317) 726-5016.

Contributions or gifts to the Indiana CPA Political Action Committee are not deductible as charitable 
contributions for federal tax purposes.

I
DONATED

TO
PAC

  I 
CPAs



GET AWAY 
WITH IT
A new ethics course you can take anywhere
cpacoe.com/ethics


